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                           English IX

UNIT VIUNIT VIUNIT VIUNIT VIUNIT VI

MIRRORING THE TIMESMIRRORING THE TIMESMIRRORING THE TIMESMIRRORING THE TIMESMIRRORING THE TIMES

Discuss

Do you read newspapers regularly?

'A good news photograph can equal a thousand words.' Discuss the statement
in the light of the above photograph.

What is the role of photographs and cartoons in newspapers? Share your
opinion with your friends.

Write a caption for the photograph given above.

Collect striking news photographs and give captions to them and compile a
volume for your class.
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                           English IX

THE MASS MEDIATHE MASS MEDIATHE MASS MEDIATHE MASS MEDIATHE MASS MEDIA

1. By mass communications media we mean firstly the
press, newspapers, magazines, cheap books and secondly
radio and television. The cinema and the internet are also
part of the mass media. The media have four basic
functions: firstly, they supply us with news keeping us
informed about what is happening in our world;
secondly, they interpret the news for us by way of
commentary and editorial; thirdly, they spread culture
and education, either formally or by spreading social
norms; fourthly, they provide entertainment.

2. The spread of educational and cultural norms may
affect and form the attitudes and sensibilities of a nation.
Even the type of entertainment provided may affect our
ways of thinking and behaving. The mass media are often
government-owned or government-controlled,
sometimes both. In other instances, mass media are also
owned and run by private agencies. Most newspapers
depend on advertisements in order to survive. Where the
media are government-controlled they may well be used
to promote the point of view and the interests of the
government. Therefore the mass media provide powerful
means of propaganda.

3. To be able to evaluate the propaganda, we must answer
the following questions: Who is saying? What is being
said? What exactly is really being said? To whom is it
being addressed? What effect is it producing? It is
important to identify the 'Who' to know the hidden
interest behind the propaganda. An analysis of the
content of the message may show whose voice we are
really listening to. The answer to the second question may
reveal that much 'objective' reporting or news is in fact

ARTICLEARTICLEARTICLEARTICLEARTICLE

THE MASS MEDIATHE MASS MEDIATHE MASS MEDIATHE MASS MEDIATHE MASS MEDIA

1. What forms of mass media
are you familiar with?
What functions do they serve?
(Para-1)
e.g.

Newspaper
supplies news, interprets
news, propagates culture and
education, influences    through
advertisements

Magazines

Radio

Television

Cinema

Internet

2. List the major mass media
available to you in your area.
Are they owned by the
government or by private
agencies? (Para-2)

KEEP TRACK OF YOUR READING

As you read you can use the
following marks to keep track
of your understanding.

.... I understand this.

?.... I don't understand this.

!.... Interesting/ surprising idea

Media often influence and determine our tastes and outlook. Are mass
media innocent in propagating ideas? Read on and find out.
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advertising or subtle
propaganda. The third

question is probably the
easiest to answer. Many

newspapers, radio and
television programmes openly

proclaim to whom the
communication is addressed. There are

workers' newspapers, party newsletters,
sports magazines, programmes for women etc. The

fourth question is the most difficult to answer. It is
perhaps misleading to talk about mass media and mass
communication. All the word 'mass' implies here is that
the message reaches a large number of people.

4. Reading a book, or a paper, listening to the radio,
watching the television are essentially very private
events. The communicator receives no direct feedback
from his audience nor can the audience participate. The
mass media do not arouse the mob reactions, mass
hysteria and loss of self control, which could once be
brought on by the oratory skills of people like Hitler.
Often there is no overt reaction but we can nevertheless
make certain observations about the effects of mass
communication through the mass media.

THE MASS MEDIATHE MASS MEDIATHE MASS MEDIATHE MASS MEDIATHE MASS MEDIA

3. Evaluate any item/
programme from any of the
mass media in the light of the
questions posed by the author
such as 'Who is saying? What
is being said? What exactly is
really being said? To whom is
it being addressed? What
effect does it produce?' etc.
(Para-3)

4. Who can influence people
more - the mass media or an
orator? Give reasons for your
answer. (Para-4)

After reading a section,
write down the word you
would like to add to your
personal wordlist.

Word: .............................

Meaning: .........................

....................................................

....................................................

Sentence: .......................

.........................................................

....................................................
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5. Part of a man's freedom lies in being able to make
choices and in order to make choices he must be well-
informed and be aware of what choices are available and
what they mean. Newspapers and news broadcasts
supply us with a mass of information from all parts of
the world and have certainly helped to broaden our
horizons. However, unless this great mass of information
is analysed, interpreted and explained it may remain as
an undigested excess of unrelated news items which
prevent us from seeing the wood for the trees. Too much
news may also have the effect of making the audience
turn in on itself away from unpleasant reality or of
dulling the audience sensibilities so that it takes, for
example, merely a morbid, scientific interest in the
world's tragedies and disasters.

6. As far as commentary on current events and the news
is  concerned, it is striking that the 'mass audience' is
very selective in what newspapers it reads, what it reads
in the newspapers, what it listens to on the radio or
watches on television. Those people, who have political
convictions read the newspapers, listen to or watch the
party broadcasts which correspond to their tendencies,
while those with other special interests read those
sections of the newspaper and listen to or watch those
programmes which cater to their interests. Far from
manipulating our attitudes, opinions, patterns of
behaviour, and fashions, the mass media serve rather
only to crystallise and reinforce already existing trends.

7. Of course, the cultural or educational level of, say,
television programmes may, on occasion, not be very
high, but this is because they are aimed at the average
level of the mass audience. The mass media do not aim
to set trends, they only reinforce. If public tastes and
attitudes shift, then the mass media will redirect their
efforts accordingly - but they cannot reinforce something
that is not there.

Adapted from Essential Media Resources for Children

THE MASS MEDIATHE MASS MEDIATHE MASS MEDIATHE MASS MEDIATHE MASS MEDIA

5. What is the latest news
story in your state/district at
the moment? Try to analyse,
interpret and explain it.
(Para-5)

6. Do you think the cultural and
educational level of the
newspaper you read and the
TV programmes you watch is
high?
Substantiate your answer
with examples. (Para-7)

READING
Have I read the passage on my
own and marked what I
understood with a ' '?
Have I marked words/
expressions that I didn't
understand with a '?'?
Have I picked out words/
expressions for my personal
wordlist?
Have I shared the ideas I
gathered with my friends during
the group reading process?
Have I tried to get clarification
for the words/ expressions I
didn't understand?
Have I been able to answer the
questions posed by the
teacher?
What improvement should I
make in my reading?

ASSEASSEASSEASSEASSESS YSS YSS YSS YSS YOUROUROUROUROURSELFSELFSELFSELFSELF
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RRRRREADYEADYEADYEADYEADY R R R R REFERENCEEFERENCEEFERENCEEFERENCEEFERENCE

convictionconvictionconvictionconvictionconviction/j?m!uHjR?m/(n): a very firm and sincere belief

crystallisecrystallisecrystallisecrystallisecrystallise/!jqHrs?k`Hy/(v): to become clear

feedbackfeedbackfeedbackfeedbackfeedback(n): remarks about how good or useful somebody's work is

manipulatemanipulatemanipulatemanipulatemanipulate/l?!mHoi?kdHs/(v): influence cleverly

morbidmorbidmorbidmorbidmorbid(adj):having or expressing a strong interest in unpleasant things

normsnormsnormsnormsnorms(n): the usual standard thing

propagandapropagandapropagandapropagandapropaganda/$oqPo?!fzmc?/(n): ideas or statements spread in a

 planned way in order to influence public opinion

proclaimproclaimproclaimproclaimproclaim/oq?T!jkdHl/(v): to announce officially

reinforcereinforcereinforcereinforcereinforce/$qh9Hm!eN9r/(v): to strengthen or support with additional materials

TEXTUTEXTUTEXTUTEXTUTEXTUAL AAL AAL AAL AAL ACCCCCTIVITIETIVITIETIVITIETIVITIETIVITIESSSSS

Activity 1

Collect different newspapers on a particular day and make an analysis as

shown.

• Which of the collected newspapers do you like best? Why?

• What changes/ modifications in the other newspapers would make

them appealing to you?

List your recommendations for the other newspapers.

In the light of the discussion prepare a short write-up on 'My Ideal

Newspaper'.

WRITE-UP
Have I placed the main point
of the write-up in the
beginning itself?
Have I been able to include all
the supporting details of the
main point?
Have I been able to organise
the write-up well?
How well have I been able to
connect the sentences in the
write-up?
Have I suggested new ideas in
the write-up?
What changes will I make next
time I prepare a write-up?

TEXTUTEXTUTEXTUTEXTUTEXTUAL AAL AAL AAL AAL ACCCCCTIVITIETIVITIETIVITIETIVITIETIVITIESSSSS

ASSEASSEASSEASSEASSESS YSS YSS YSS YSS YOUROUROUROUROURSELFSELFSELFSELFSELF

After reading a section,
write down the word you
would like to add to your
personal wordlist.

Word: .............................

Meaning: .........................

....................................................

....................................................

Sentence: .......................

.........................................................

....................................................

News News News
paper 1 paper 2 paper 3

Front page news items

Lead News

Editorial

Back page

The nature and category of
news in the inner page

Advertisements
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Activity 2

Which newspaper/TV channel do you usually read/watch? What are your

favourite pieces/programmes?  Prepare a brief write-up on a programme

you like/ don't like.

Activity 3

Do you agree with the observation that the type of entertainment provided

through mass media may affect our ways of thinking and behaving? Explain

in a short paragraph.

Activity 4

Newspapers and news broadcasts supply us with a mass of information

from all parts of the world and help broaden our horizons. Prepare a

news story from your place that you would like to bring to public attention.

It can be about the good/ bad practices that you have noticed in your

locality or about persons or events which deserve attention of the authority

or public.

TEXTUTEXTUTEXTUTEXTUTEXTUAL AAL AAL AAL AAL ACCCCCTIVITIETIVITIETIVITIETIVITIETIVITIESSSSS

Now, read the essay 'The Initial Days of Doordarshan' given in the
Extended Reading section of the unit on Page 167.

REPORT
Have I had a clear idea about
when and where the event has
taken place?
Have I been able to bring out
the cause and effect of the
event occured?
Have I explained the main point
of the report right in the
beginning?
How apt has the title of the
report been?
Has the language of my
reporting been appropriate?
What changes will I make next
time I write a report?

PARAGRAPH
Have I placed the main point
of the paragraph right in the
beginning?
Have I been able to include all
the supporting details of the
main point?
Have I been able to organise
the paragraph well?
How well have I been able to
connect the sentences in the
paragraph?
Have I suggested my own ideas
in the paragraph?
What changes will I make next
time I prepare a paragraph?

ASSEASSEASSEASSEASSESS YSS YSS YSS YSS YOUROUROUROUROURSELFSELFSELFSELFSELF
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Activity 1

Pick from the essay 'The Mass Media' sentences with the following phrases.

i. in order to ___________________________________________________

ii. to be able to ___________________________________________________

iii. a large number of ______________________________________________

iv. being able to __________________________________________________

v. aim at ________________________________________________________

vi. turn away _____________________________________________________

Activity 2

Use the above phrases in sentences of your own.

i.
______________________________________________________________

ii. ______________________________________________________________

iii. ______________________________________________________________

iv. ______________________________________________________________

v. ______________________________________________________________

vi. ______________________________________________________________

Activity 3

Put a tick mark against the word in Column 2 which is most closely related to the word in Column 1.

Column 1 Column 2

Revolution   uprising

 

 banishment  

 

 exile

 

 association

Ethos

 

 racial

 

 surroundings  

 

 values

 

 cord

Empowerment

 

 forcing

 

 strengthening

 

 bravery

 

 ambition

Disparity

 

 penalty

 

 surprise

 

 fight

 

 difference

Investigation

 

 plan

 

 examination

 

 exclusion

 

 meeting

VOCABULARY ACTIVITIESVOCABULARY ACTIVITIESVOCABULARY ACTIVITIESVOCABULARY ACTIVITIESVOCABULARY ACTIVITIES
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Activity 4

The word 'advertisement' in the second paragraph of the article 'The Mass Media' has a short form 'ad'.

Look at the following short forms and write the full form of each.

bike - ______________________________________________________

plane - ______________________________________________________

kilo - ______________________________________________________

lab - ______________________________________________________

specs - ______________________________________________________

mag - ______________________________________________________

mike - ______________________________________________________

photo - ______________________________________________________

zoo - ______________________________________________________

Activity 5

'dis-' and 'un-' are common prefixes used to form words which have opposite meaning (antonyms).

e.g. appear - disappear

Use these prefixes appropriately in each of the following.

available - ______________________________________________________

proportionate - ______________________________________________________

healthy - ______________________________________________________

comfort - ______________________________________________________

advantage - ______________________________________________________

willing - ______________________________________________________

VOCABULARY ACTIVITIESVOCABULARY ACTIVITIESVOCABULARY ACTIVITIESVOCABULARY ACTIVITIESVOCABULARY ACTIVITIES
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Activity 6

Read the following write-up by Parvathy, a student of class IX about her experience of reading newspapers.

My Newspaper Reading

One thing I always read in the paper is the editorial. It helps me form
my opinion on issues. I also read the obituary. Although national
newspapers give you all the important news, I find that if you just want
to sell something, the classified ads in a local newspaper is the best place.
The Sunday newspapers have supplements with articles on travel, food,
education, career etc. Last week there was a feature on the emerging
technological  advances in one of the supplements.

The meanings of the above bold italicised words are given in the list below.

Write the words against their meaning. You may refer to a dictionary if necessary.

• pages of advertisement in different categories _________________________________________

• an article or set of articles devoted to a particular topic  ___________________________________

• descriptions of the lives of famous people who have just died ________________________________

• an article giving the newspaper editor's opinion _________________________________________

• separate magazines appended to the newspaper _________________________________________

Activity 7

Given below are a few definitions of some types of printed material.

Pamphlet - a small book with a soft cover dealing with a specific topic, often political

Leaflet - a single sheet or folded sheets of paper giving information about something

Brochure - a small book like a magazine, which provides information, often about travel or a company

Prospectus - a small, thin book like a magazine, which gives information about a school, college or

university or a company

Flyer - a single sheet giving information about some event or special offer, often given out in the street

Booklet - a small, thin book with a soft cover, often giving information about something

Manual - a book of detailed instructions on how to use something

VOCABULARY ACTIVITIESVOCABULARY ACTIVITIESVOCABULARY ACTIVITIESVOCABULARY ACTIVITIESVOCABULARY ACTIVITIES
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                           English IX

Now, fill the gaps in these sentences with appropriate words from those given overleaf.

 1. I've decided to do my own car, so I've bought the ___________ for my particular model.

 2. Someone is giving out ___________ in the town centre today about a demonstration that's going to

     take place on Saturday.

 3. I love looking through the holiday ___________ and dreaming about flying off to exotic places.

 4. I never read political ___________; they are so boring.

 5. This ___________ gives the opening lines for the art gallery.

 6. I've got this really useful ___________ with details of all the local sights.

 7. I've read the ___________ and I like that university; I think I'll apply.

Activity 8

Classify these vocabulary items into two sets of three, one connected with books and the other with

magazines. Use a dictionary if necessary.

subscription issue edition

foreword binderquarterly

VOCABULARY ACTIVITIESVOCABULARY ACTIVITIESVOCABULARY ACTIVITIESVOCABULARY ACTIVITIESVOCABULARY ACTIVITIES
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TELEVISIONTELEVISIONTELEVISIONTELEVISIONTELEVISION

POETRYPOETRYPOETRYPOETRYPOETRY
TELEVISIONTELEVISIONTELEVISIONTELEVISIONTELEVISION

The most important thing we’ve learned,

So far as children are concerned,

Is never, NEVER, NEVER let

Them near your television set —

Or better still, just don’t install

The idiotic thing at all.

In almost every house we’ve been,

We’ve watched them gaping at the screen.

They loll and slop and lounge about,

And stare until their eyes pop out.

(Last week in someone’s place we saw

A dozen eyeballs on the floor.)

They sit and stare and stare and sit

Until they’re hypnotised by it,

Until they’re absolutely drunk

With all that shocking ghastly junk.

1. Why is television called an
'idiotic thing'?

2. Pick out instances of
humour used by the poet.
What technique did the writer
use to bring in humour?

Roald Dahl (1916 – 90) is a
British novelist, short story
writer and screenwriter. He
rose to prominence in the
1940s with his works for both
children and adults and
became one of the world's
best-selling authors. His short
stories are known for their
unexpected endings and his
children's books for their
unsentimental, often very
dark humour.

Can you imagine a world without television? There was a time when this

entertainment medium was not there. How did people spend their leisure

time then? Do you think you are really fortunate in having this medium?

Read on...
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Oh yes, we know it keeps them still,

They don’t climb out the window sill,

They never fight or kick or punch,

They leave you free to cook the lunch

And wash the dishes in the sink —

But did you ever stop to think,

To wonder just exactly what

This does to your beloved tot?

IT ROTS THE SENSE IN THE HEAD!

IT KILLS IMAGINATION DEAD!

IT CLOGS AND CLUTTERS UP THE MIND!

IT MAKES A CHILD SO DULL AND BLIND

HE CAN NO LONGER UNDERSTAND

A FANTASY, A FAIRYLAND!

HIS BRAIN BECOMES AS SOFT AS CHEESE!

HIS POWERS OF THINKING RUST AND FREEZE!

HE CANNOT THINK — HE ONLY SEES!

‘All right!’ you’ll cry. ‘All right!’ you’ll say,

‘But if we take the set away,

What shall we do to entertain

Our darling children? Please explain!’

We’ll answer this by asking you,

‘What used the darling ones to do?

How used they to keep themselves contented

Before this monster was invented?’

Have you forgotten? Don’t you know?

We’ll say it very loud and slow:

THEY ... USED ... TO ... READ! They’d READ and READ,

One half their lives was reading books!

The nursery shelves held books galore!

Books cluttered up the nursery floor!

And in the bedroom, by the bed,

3. Pick out words that
highlight the negative effect of
watching TV on children's
mind.

After reading a section,
write down the word you
would like to add to your
personal wordlist.

Word: .............................

Meaning: .........................

....................................................

....................................................

Sentence: .......................

.........................................................

....................................................

TELEVISIONTELEVISIONTELEVISIONTELEVISIONTELEVISION
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More books were waiting to be read!

Such wondrous, fine, fantastic tales

Of dragons, gypsies, queens and whales

Oh, books, what books they used to know,

Those children living long ago!

So please, oh please, we beg, we pray,

Go throw your TV set away,

And in its place you can install

A lovely bookshelf on the wall.

Then fill the shelves with lots of books,

Ignoring all the dirty looks,

The screams and yells, the bites and kicks,

And children hitting you with sticks-

Fear not, because we promise you

That, in about a week or two

Of having nothing else to do,

They’ll now begin to feel the need

Of having something to read.

And once they start — oh boy, oh boy!

You watch the slowly growing joy

That fills their hearts. They’ll grow so keen

They’ll wonder what they’d ever seen

In that ridiculous machine,

That nauseating, foul, unclean,

Repulsive television screen!

And later, each and every kid

Will love you more for what you did.

4. The word 'clutter' occurs
twice in the poem. Compare
and contrast its uses in the
poem.

5. What are the changes that
may occur in the life of
children after throwing the TV
set away?

6. Does the poem contain the
message that books and
reading promote imagination
whereas television kills it?
What is your opinion? Share
your views - for or against -
with your friends.

TELEVISIONTELEVISIONTELEVISIONTELEVISIONTELEVISION

RRRRROALDOALDOALDOALDOALD D D D D DAHLAHLAHLAHLAHL
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THE INITIAL DTHE INITIAL DTHE INITIAL DTHE INITIAL DTHE INITIAL DAAAAAYYYYYS OF DOORDS OF DOORDS OF DOORDS OF DOORDS OF DOORDARARARARARSHANSHANSHANSHANSHAN

It was on my way to Canada on a fellowship in 1960,
that I saw a TV set for the first time, at a hotel in London.
I had not the faintest idea then, that on my return to India,
I would be heading Indian Television.

Half way through my sojourn in Canada, I was directed
to join a team from New Delhi to study School TV Projects
in the USA. Soon, I was posted as Officer on Special Duty
(TV) and was working on the Ford Foundation-
sponsored School TV Project. We took care to see that
the teaching fraternity itself decided what role TV should
play as an aid to classroom teaching. Next came the
UNESCO-aided Social Education Project where
'teleclubs' viewed socially relevant programmes and
followed them up with a discussion. There was a marked
increase in social awareness, as a result of this system.
Television's first steps were clearly in the right direction.

I used to visit villages round Delhi, incognito, to see the
response to our programmes. Once, I found an elderly
farmer sitting on a charpoy, but not watching a popular
Hema Malini starrer which was being shown on TV.
Puzzled, I asked why. Inhaling deeply from his hookah,
he said he preferred to watch Hema Malini on the big
screen; TV made his favourite star too small.

For a while, I was back in AIR only to return to TV in a
rather dramatic manner. Returning to Chennai after a
conference in Delhi, I was literally pulled out of the
aircraft and advised to proceed to Indira Gandhi's office.
I was asked if I would go to Bombay to start TV there. I
knew the decision was already taken and mumbled an
affirmative.

THE INITIAL DTHE INITIAL DTHE INITIAL DTHE INITIAL DTHE INITIAL DAAAAAYYYYYS OF DOORDS OF DOORDS OF DOORDS OF DOORDS OF DOORDARARARARARSHANSHANSHANSHANSHAN

EXTENDED READING - ARTICLEEXTENDED READING - ARTICLEEXTENDED READING - ARTICLEEXTENDED READING - ARTICLEEXTENDED READING - ARTICLE

1. Why does the author say
'television's first steps were
clearly in the right direction'?

2. Do you think that television
is still on the right track? Give
reasons for your answer.

3. Have you noticed any
difference between watching
a film on the big screen and
watching it on TV? Express
your views.

P.V.Krishnamoorthy is the
first Director General of
Doordarshan.

You all watch television, don't you? Have you ever thought about how the

medium called television came into being in India? Read on and find out

how exciting its initial days were.
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Bombay Television was inaugurated on October 2, 1972.
Governor Ali Yavar Jung was the chief guest. The
celebrities who graced the occasion with their presence
and performances included the shehnai maestro
Bismillah Khan, the film actress Asha Parekh and the
Kathak dancer Gopikrishna. There were some bunglings
in the programme, but the staff congratulated me on a
great show when I was back in the studio.  The TV screen
can indeed cover up many a goof.

Bombay TV is proud that it discovered Smita Patil, though
few know she was initially rejected. When she barged
into my room to protest against her rejection, one look at
her expressive face convinced me that she was made for
the screen, small or big. Shyam Benegal spotted her on
TV - and the rest is history.

Promoted to Deputy Director General, I was asked to go
to Cape Canaveral, Florida, to witness the launch of
satellite ATS6, to be loaned to India for one year. It was
my job to organise production of 1,400 hours of
programme in four languages from three small studios
within one year, to serve 2,400 villages in six states. I had
no clue how this would be done. Let me confess, to my
shame, that I hoped the satellite would not take off. On
the eve of the launch, I bumped into a scientist and made
bold to ask him the chances of the satellite failing to take
off. He replied: 'If a thing can fail, it will.' Later, I learnt
that he was Werner von Braun, the father of modern
rocket science. The next morning, the satellite merrily
shot past the atmosphere. As it went up, my heart went
down.

The Satellite Instructional Television Experiment (SITE)
was the largest of its kind to reach people in remote areas,
many of whom were illiterate and had not listened to a
radio or seen a film. By far the most satisfying were the
science programmes for children and the school teachers'
training programme which covered 48,000 teachers. It

THE INITIAL DTHE INITIAL DTHE INITIAL DTHE INITIAL DTHE INITIAL DAAAAAYYYYYS OF DOORDS OF DOORDS OF DOORDS OF DOORDS OF DOORDARARARARARSHANSHANSHANSHANSHAN

4. 'The TV screen can indeed
cover up many a goof.' Do you
agree? Give reasons.

5. Real talents are often
identified after they face an
initial rejection in their career.
Is this always so? Can you cite
an instance or two in support
of your answer?

6. Why does the author say
that as the satellite went up
his heart went down?

7. List a few TV programmes
that have educational value
and say how useful you find
them.

After reading a section,
write down the word you
would like to add to your
personal wordlist.

Word: .............................

Meaning: .........................

....................................................

....................................................

Sentence: .......................

.........................................................

....................................................
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was a great experience working with stalwarts in a
variety of disciplines. Sir Arthur Clarke, the great
American science fiction writer, urged NASA to extend
the loan of the satellite. But NASA had other plans.

Mrs Gandhi had wanted to separate TV from AIR for
many years. The umbilical cord was cut on April 1, 1976,
and I was named the first Director General of the new
organisation - Doordarshan. The National Institute of
Design had made a few logos for Mrs Gandhi to choose
from. When Professor Satwalekar of the NID dwelt a trifle
longer on one particular logo, Mrs Gandhi remarked, 'You
seem to have already made your choice.… So go ahead.'
Ravi Shankar had composed the signature tune based
on Iqbal's Sare Jahan Se Achcha, played on the shehnai by
Ali Ahmad Hussain, and the motto 'Satyam Sivam
Sundaram' was added. Today, I notice that the logo has
been changed.

Before I retired in 1979, I had the unique pleasure of
watching the Republic Day Parade in far away Gangtok,
Sikkim, via satellite. It was heart-warming to see a large
congregation of locals applauding as their state's pageant
went by. The era of satellites had indeed dawned.

Today, I watch in wonder the miracles possible with
technology, the astonishing choice of hundreds of
channels at the flick of a finger. But the memory of
returning from work and not being able to enter my own
home, as it was packed with relatives, neighbours and
maids, sitting cross-legged on my carpet, waiting for a
familiar signature tune to begin; that one channel we all
eagerly tuned into, on the dot every evening, is indeed a
nostalgic one.

THE INITIAL DTHE INITIAL DTHE INITIAL DTHE INITIAL DTHE INITIAL DAAAAAYYYYYS OF DOORDS OF DOORDS OF DOORDS OF DOORDS OF DOORDARARARARARSHANSHANSHANSHANSHAN

8. Are you familiar with the
signature tunes/ songs in TV
programmes? Which is your
favourite tune/ song?

9. Why does the signature
tune of Doordarshan evoke a
feeling of nostalgia in the
author? Describe an
experience that made you
nostalgic.

After reading a section,
write down the word you
would like to add to your
personal wordlist.

Word: .............................

Meaning: .........................

....................................................

....................................................

Sentence: .......................

.........................................................

....................................................

  P  P  P  P  P. V. V. V. V. V. K. K. K. K. KRISHNAMOORRISHNAMOORRISHNAMOORRISHNAMOORRISHNAMOORTHYTHYTHYTHYTHY

Slightly adapted
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TEXTUTEXTUTEXTUTEXTUTEXTUAL AAL AAL AAL AAL ACCCCCTIVITIETIVITIETIVITIETIVITIETIVITIESSSSS

Let's make a Classroom Newspaper

You can create your own newspaper. You can be a reporter, writing

newspaper articles. Topics for articles can include interesting things that

have happened in your classroom or school, events that occurred in your

locality, family milestones (Has anyone celebrated a birthday or won a

prize recently?), a sports event, extreme weather, or an interesting local

person! Before you begin, read and analyse some newspaper articles to

see what professional reporting is.

You can put the articles of all the students in the classroom together to

make your own classroom newspaper. You can even add advertisements

for made-up products.

A newspaper contains news articles, editorials and other items.

Structure of a Newspaper

• First section - with major news, world news and sometimes,

editorial. The most important news articles are on the first page;

the top half of the first page is referred to as above the fold.

• Local news section -with local news and weather.

• Sports section

• Lifestyle section - often containing feature articles (non-news

general interest pieces, for example, an article on stamp collection

or visiting a nearby place), entertainment, travel, fashion information,

cooking, useful household hints, advice columns, comics, puzzles,

and reviews of movies and books.

• Classified ads section - in which people advertise items for sale

and post job notices.

• Advertisements - are placed throughout the paper.

TEXTUTEXTUTEXTUTEXTUTEXTUAL AAL AAL AAL AAL ACCCCCTIVITIETIVITIETIVITIETIVITIETIVITIESSSSS
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Structure of a Newspaper Article

• Each newspaper article has a title (called the headline) that is

set in large type. The writer of a newspaper article is often not

named.

• The beginning of each newspaper article (the first paragraph) is

called the lead (one or two sentences); the lead should summarise

the main facts of the article, telling the 5 Ws (who, what, when,

where, and why) and 'how'.

• The first paragraph should also contain something that grabs the

reader's attention and makes them want to read the rest of the

article.

• The remainder of the article contains supporting paragraphs that

go into more detail about the topic, often including quotes and

interesting facts.

• Use clear and simple language. Keep the article short and to the

point. Use active verbs (for example: Man bites dog) and not passive

verbs (for example: Dog bitten by man).

• Each picture, graph or illustration should have a caption describing

or explaining it.

As an end product of this unit, prepare a 'Classroom Newspaper' making

use of the graphic organisers provided.

Group Activity

• On the basis of your write-up on 'My Ideal Newspaper' discuss

what items of news should go into the Classroom Newspaper you

are going to design.

• Assign responsibilities as editor, reporter, layout artist, interviewer

etc. to your friends in the group.

• You may also include the news stories you have already prepared

in this unit.

TEXTUTEXTUTEXTUTEXTUTEXTUAL AAL AAL AAL AAL ACCCCCTIVITIETIVITIETIVITIETIVITIETIVITIESSSSS
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Date..............Date..............Date..............Date..............Date..............
Classroom NewsClassroom NewsClassroom NewsClassroom NewsClassroom News

Write the most important news item for the first

page of the newspaper, including a picture and

its caption. You may write the news in two

columns.

Headline

Date..............Date..............Date..............Date..............Date..............
Local NewsLocal NewsLocal NewsLocal NewsLocal News

Include interesting things that have happened in

your classroom or school, events that occurred

in your locality, family milestones etc. You may

make use of photos and their captions.

Headline

Caption

Caption

Caption

Date..............Date..............Date..............Date..............Date..............
Sports NewsSports NewsSports NewsSports NewsSports News

Write an article for the sports page of the

newspaper.

Headline

Caption

Date..............Date..............Date..............Date..............Date..............
Week in SchoolWeek in SchoolWeek in SchoolWeek in SchoolWeek in School

Write a classroom newspaper page on what

you learned in school this week.

The books I read

Three things I
learned this week

Something
unforgettable

Caption

Important event
- photograph

Here are some graphic organisers of certain newspaper items. You may go through them and see how

various layouts can be included in a newspaper. You can make use of these graphic organisers while

preparing the 'Classroom Newspaper'.

GRAPHICSGRAPHICSGRAPHICSGRAPHICSGRAPHICS
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Date..............Date..............Date..............Date..............Date..............
World NewsWorld NewsWorld NewsWorld NewsWorld News

Summarise a world news article using this

graphic organiser, noting the 5 Ws, 'who', 'when',

'where', 'what', and 'why'. Map the location of

the news event and your location.

Headline

Caption

Map

Date..............Date..............Date..............Date..............Date..............
EditorialEditorialEditorialEditorialEditorial

Write an editorial for the newspaper. Pick an issue

or problem. Use moderate language, facts and

strong, logical arguments in your editorial.

Headline

Explaining the problem

Its weakness

Providing solutions

Supplementing solutions with facts, examples

Restating your opinion

Date..............Date..............Date..............Date..............Date..............
Feature ArticleFeature ArticleFeature ArticleFeature ArticleFeature Article

Write a feature article for your newspaper. Pick

a topic that interests you, then research it before

writing the piece. Provide headline, introduce the

topic and write the most interesting aspects,

support with quotes, anecdotes and facts.

Summarise the topic with a message. Provide

space for an illustration with caption.

Introduce and write the most

interesting part

Support with quotes, facts etc.

Summarise the topic

Caption

Headline

Date..............Date..............Date..............Date..............Date..............
Movie ArticleMovie ArticleMovie ArticleMovie ArticleMovie Article

Write a movie review for your newspaper.

Describe the movie, including your assessment

of the plot, acting, music, special effects, and

other aspects. Remember - DO NOT give away

the ending!

Description

Assessment of plot, acting, music, effects etc.

Summarise/ Conclude

Caption

Movie

GRAPHICSGRAPHICSGRAPHICSGRAPHICSGRAPHICS
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Activity 1

Look at the headlines in the exercise given below and match them with what you think each story is about.

1. Pet dog butchered a. The Government has decided to abolish

    3500 posts.

2. Government to axe 3500 posts b. The police do not take active measures

    to check terrorist activities.

3. Police cool on terrorist activities c. Indians have defeated the Aussies.

4. India humbles the Aussies d. A family dog has been brutally killed.

Activity 2

Look at the following sentences that have been parts of news items in various newspapers. Make headlines

out of these sentences.

E.g. Three people have been killed in a terrible shop fire

TERRIBLE SHOP FIRE KILLS 3

1. Police mistakes have left 183 crimes undetected.

_________________________________________________

2. A judge has sentenced a lottery winner to jail for bank robbery.

_________________________________________________

3. North Zone defeated South Zone by eight wickets in the Ranji Trophy Cricket match.

_________________________________________________

4. A drunken driver caused an accident on National Highway 7, which resulted in two people being killed.

_________________________________________________

LANGULANGULANGULANGULANGUAAAAAGE AGE AGE AGE AGE ACCCCCTIVITIETIVITIETIVITIETIVITIETIVITIESSSSS
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Activity 3

Read the following passage carefully. There are a few errors in it. Edit and rewrite the passage.

I had a strange experience last winter. I was shopping for Christmas.
I come to a small clothing shop. There was a lot of frocks, pants, T-shirts
displayed at the front window. I was going to pass it by. Until I saw a
beautiful T-shirt in the window. Stopping to look at it, the T-shirt seemed
to wink at me. I was really startling, I looked around to see if anyone else
was watching.
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GLOSSARYGLOSSARYGLOSSARYGLOSSARYGLOSSARY
absurdabsurdabsurdabsurdabsurd(adj): clearly false or foolish,
unreasonable
The idea of walking without an umbrella in the rains
seems absurd.

agagagagagonisingonisingonisingonisingonising/!zf?m`HyHM/(adj): causing great
pain, anxiety or difficulty
The decision to go abroad leaving her family behind
was the most agonising decision in her life.

altaraltaraltaraltaraltar(n): a holy table or surface used in religious
ceremonies

anecdoteanecdoteanecdoteanecdoteanecdote/!zmHjc?Ts/(n): a short account
based on one’s personal experience
The book is full of anecdotes about his life in prison.

anguishanguishanguishanguishanguish/!zMfvHR/(n): mental or physical
suffering caused by extreme pain or worry
The anguish of the mother who had lost her child
was unbearable.

anvilanvilanvilanvilanvil(n): an iron block on which pieces of hot
metal are shaped using a hammer- a forging tool

apparentapparentapparentapparentapparent(adj): easy to notice, clear
It is apparent from scientific studies that certain
medicines for curing cancer have nasty side effects.

appappappappapparararararenenenenentlytlytlytlytly(adv): plainly, clearly

apprehensionapprehensionapprehensionapprehensionapprehension(n): anxiety about the future
The actor was full of apprehensions when he entered
the stage for the first time.

appriseappriseappriseappriseapprise(v): to give someone information about
something
The police recorded his arrest when they were fully
apprised of his crime.

ardentlyardentlyardentlyardentlyardently(adv): showing strong positive feelings
about something
The people ardently wished for putting an end to
unfair social practices.

aspirantaspirantaspirantaspirantaspirant(n): a person with a strong desire to
achieve a high position
John is one of the aspirants for a seat in the
forthcoming election.

avertavertavertavertavert(v): to prevent something bad or
dangerous from happening
The driver averted an accident by turning his car
sharply to the left.

blazeblazeblazeblazeblaze(v): to develop or do something new and
important
The Little Scientist Programme has blazed a new trail
for other agencies to follow.

boomboomboomboomboom(v): to have a period of rapid growth
In spite of the economic crisis the Indian IT market
is booming.

bootybootybootybootybooty(n): goods taken by a victorious army or
thieves
The thieves were arrested when they were trying to
share the booty.

broodingbroodingbroodingbroodingbrooding(adj): mysterious, deeply thoughtful
The brooding silence of the forest in winter indicates
that the birds have migrated to warmer regions.

bump inbump inbump inbump inbump intttttooooo(phr. v): to meet someone who you
know when you were not expecting to
I bumped into one of my old classmates when I was
in Dehra Dun.

bunglebunglebunglebunglebungle(v): to fail to do something properly

bbbbby fity fity fity fity fits and ss and ss and ss and ss and stttttartartartartartsssss(idiom): not regularly, with
many stops and starts
We completed the work by fits and starts.

calamitycalamitycalamitycalamitycalamity(n): a terrible and unexpected event
that causes a lot of damage and suffering

capecapecapecapecape(n): a sleeveless cloak, especially a short
one

chunkchunkchunkchunkchunk(n): a fairly large amount of something
I have already read a major chunk of the novel.

civilianciviliancivilianciviliancivilian(n):a person who is not a member of the
armed forces or the police

clingclingclingclingcling(v): to stick to someone or something

cloakcloakcloakcloakcloak(n): a warm piece of clothing like a coat

clogclogclogclogclog(v): to cause to become blocked
Almost all the drainages are clogged with plastic covers.

clutterclutterclutterclutterclutter(v): to fill a place with too many things
Don’t clutter up my table with your books.

collaboratecollaboratecollaboratecollaboratecollaborate/j?!kza?qdHs/(v):     work together
The Japanese company collaborated with the Indian
company in the production of  this car.

commandantcommandantcommandantcommandantcommandant(n): the army officer in charge of
a place or a group of people

commercialisationcommercialisationcommercialisationcommercialisationcommercialisation/j?$l29R?k`H!ydHR?m/(n):
the use of something to make a profit
Commercialisation of  Ayurveda is a matter of  debate
now.
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commodificationcommodificationcommodificationcommodificationcommodification(n): the act of making
something into a commodity, to treat as if a
commodity
The commodification of human life is much discussed
in different contexts.

concealconcealconcealconcealconceal(v): to hide something carefully
The pathway was concealed by long grass.

conceptconceptconceptconceptconcept(n): an idea or principle
Ammu finds it difficult to grasp the basic concepts of
Mathematics.

condemncondemncondemncondemncondemn(v): to sentence to a punishment,
especially death

confound itconfound itconfound itconfound itconfound it: an expression to show that you
are angry with someone or something

consciousnessconsciousnessconsciousnessconsciousnessconsciousness/!jPmR?rm?r/(n): the condition
of being awake and able to understand what is
happening around you
She could hear voices as she began to regain
consciousness.

convictionconvictionconvictionconvictionconviction(n): a very firm and sincere belief
My father had a strong conviction that he was always
right.

convulsivelyconvulsivelyconvulsivelyconvulsivelyconvulsively/j?m!jkt9rHukH/(adj):suddenly or
violently, impossible to control
When Raju was given the injection, his body jerked
convulsively.

cordcordcordcordcord(n): strong thin string or rope

coverletcoverletcoverletcoverletcoverlet(n): a cloth cover for a bed

crescendocrescendocrescendocrescendocrescendo(n): the highest point of an activity
The campaign reached its crescendo in the week of
the elections.

crewcrewcrewcrewcrew(n): a group of people working together
The camera crew at the shooting site asked the people
to move off.

crystallisecrystallisecrystallisecrystallisecrystallise(v): to become clear
Once we started the discussion, our idea began to
crystallise and we saved much time.

death knelldeath knelldeath knelldeath knelldeath knell(n): a sign that something will soon
cease to exist

decadedecadedecadedecadedecade(n): a period of ten years
Smt. Mercykutty has been working as a primary
school teacher for more than a decade.

decisivedecisivedecisivedecisivedecisive(adj): having a big effect on the way that
something develops
Teachers can play a decisive role in moulding the
character of  students.

demographicdemographicdemographicdemographicdemographic(adj): relating to the statistical
study of human population

despisedespisedespisedespisedespise(v): to dislike and have a low opinion of
someone or something
Hemanth is despised by most of  his friends.

detachmentdetachmentdetachmentdetachmentdetachment(n): the state of aloofness,
separation

dignitarydignitarydignitarydignitarydignitary(n): a person who has an important
official position

diplomatdiplomatdiplomatdiplomatdiplomat(n): one who officially represents a
government in a foreign country

direstdirestdirestdirestdirest(adj): extremely serious or terrible
The country is in direst need of food aid.

disparitydisparitydisparitydisparitydisparity/cH!rozq?sh/(n): being completely
different or unequal
There is disparity between the rates of pay for men
and women.

displacedisplacedisplacedisplacedisplace(v): to force a group of people or animals
to leave their dwellings because of some
unforeseen or natural calamities
Thousands of people have been displaced by the war
in Sri Lanka.

disputedisputedisputedisputedispute(n): an argument between two persons
or countries
There is still a dispute between the two neighbours
over the boundary of  their property.

disseminationdisseminationdisseminationdisseminationdissemination/cH$rdlH!mdHR?m/(n): spreading
information or knowledge so that it reaches
many people

domedomedomedomedome(n): a shape of upper part of a sphere
placed inverted

doomeddoomeddoomeddoomeddoomed(adj): something certain to fail or die
The passengers on the doomed ship ‘The Titanic’ were
mostly British.

draindraindraindraindrain(n): a passage of water that carries waste
liquids away

draughtdraughtdraughtdraughtdraught(n): an act of drinking or inhaling
Breathing exercises demand you to take in a great
draught of  air.

drearydrearydrearydrearydreary(adj): dull and making you feel sad or
bored
Students usually find the afternoon classes in schools
dreary.

driftdriftdriftdriftdrift(n): a large pile of snow or sand; something
that floats on water
The river has been blocked by huge drifts of  logs.

GLOSSARYGLOSSARYGLOSSARYGLOSSARYGLOSSARY
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drowsydrowsydrowsydrowsydrowsy(adj): tired and almost asleep

earnestearnestearnestearnestearnest(adj): very serious and sincere
The student was in earnest conversation with the
professor.

eco-aestheticseco-aestheticseco-aestheticseco-aestheticseco-aesthetics(n): a branch of literature which
deals with environmental issues and related
topics

emeraldemeraldemeraldemeraldemerald(n): a green coloured precious stone

emergeemergeemergeemergeemerge(v): to appear or come out after being
hidden
The sun emerged from behind the dark clouds.

endeavourendeavourendeavourendeavourendeavour/Hm!cdu?/(n): an attempt to do
something new or difficult
Despite our best endeavours, we couldn’t start the car.

engulfedengulfedengulfedengulfedengulfed(v): to completely surround or cover
something
The building was engulfed in flames.

entertainmententertainmententertainmententertainmententertainment(n): the act of amusing and
creating interest
Reality shows provide entertainment to a large number
of people.

eraeraeraeraera(n): a period of time in history that is known
for a particular event
We live in an era of  instant communications.

essayessayessayessayessay(v): to attempt to do something

ethosethosethosethosethos/!h9SPr/(n): the moral ideas and attitudes
of a particular group
The ethos of the young generation undergo a rapid
change.

etiquetteetiquetteetiquetteetiquetteetiquette(n): the rules of correct or polite
behaviour among members of a particular
profession

evadeevadeevadeevadeevade(v): to avoid, to escape from
The minister evaded the question.

executionexecutionexecutionexecutionexecution(n): killing somebody as a legal
punishment
He faced execution by hanging for the crime he
committed.

executionerexecutionerexecutionerexecutionerexecutioner(n): a public official whose job is
to execute criminals

extinctextinctextinctextinctextinct(adj): something that exists no more
Pandas could soon become an extinct species.

faintfaintfaintfaintfaint(adj): feeling weak because you are very
ill, tired or hungry
The heat made him feel quite faint.

fascinatefascinatefascinatefascinatefascinate(v): to irresistably attract the interest of
The grand procession fascinated the children.

fffffaaaaatiguetiguetiguetiguetigue/e?!sh9f/(n): very great tiredness
Sam’s face was grey with fatigue.

featfeatfeatfeatfeat(n): an action that needs courage, skill or
strength
The tunnel is a brilliant feat of engineering skill.

feeblefeeblefeeblefeeblefeeble(adj): very weak
She was too feeble to walk even a few steps.

feedbackfeedbackfeedbackfeedbackfeedback(n): remarks about how good or useful
somebody’s work is
The teacher wanted to have a feedback from the
students after the class.

fixityfixityfixityfixityfixity(n): the quality of being firm and not
changing

flinchflinchflinchflinchflinch/ekHmsR/(v): to feel embarrassed or upset

flutterflutterflutterflutterflutter(v): to move lightly and quickly
The flowers were fluttering in the breeze.

foreseeforeseeforeseeforeseeforesee(v): to think that something is going to
happen in the future
People cannot foresee the natural calamities across the
globe.

foretasteforetasteforetasteforetasteforetaste(n): a sign of something more
important or more serious
The street violence was only a foretaste of what was
to come.

formatformatformatformatformat(n): a plan or design of something

fossil fuelsfossil fuelsfossil fuelsfossil fuelsfossil fuels(n): a fuel such as coal or oil that is
produced by the gradual decaying of animals or
plants over millions of years
Environmentalists would like to see fossil fuels replaced
by renewable sources of  energy.

fragrancefragrancefragrancefragrancefragrance(n): a pleasant smell
The rich fragrance of jasmine filled the garden.

frettedfrettedfrettedfrettedfretted(adj): decorated with different designs
The museum has a fretted roof.

frock coatfrock coatfrock coatfrock coatfrock coat(n): a long coat worn in the past by
men, now worn only for special ceremonies

gallopgallopgallopgallopgallop(v): (of a horse) to move very fast with
the feet leaving the ground together
The knight came galloping down the road.

galoregaloregaloregaloregalore/f?!kN9/(adj): in large quantities
There are prizes galore at the shopping festival.
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                           English IX

gapegapegapegapegape(v): to stare at, especially with open mouth
Aruna gaped at her teacher when she said, ‘You’re the
topper of  the competition.’

gggggazazazazazeeeee(v): to look at something/ someone for a
long time
The child gazed at the night sky.

ghastlyghastlyghastlyghastlyghastly/!f@9rskh/(adj): very bad and unpleasant
We had a ghastly holiday; it rained all day.

gleamgleamgleamgleamgleam(n): a small pale light

glimmerglimmerglimmerglimmerglimmer(n): a light that is not very bright
The first glimmer of dawn was visible in the eastern
sky.

glistenglistenglistenglistenglisten/!fkHr?m/(v): to shine
The man's bald head glistened in the sun.

goofgoofgoofgoofgoof(n):  a silly mistake
I made a real goof by forgetting his name.

gravelgravelgravelgravelgravel(n): a loose mixture of small stones

gravitategravitategravitategravitategravitate(v): to move towards somebody or
something that you are attracted to
Many young people gravitate to cities in search of
work.

gypsygypsygypsygypsygypsy(n): a member of a race of people who
wander from place to place

habithabithabithabithabit(n): a long piece of clothing, dress

havochavochavochavochavoc/!gzu?j/(n): a situation in which there
is a lot of damage, destruction or disorder
The floods caused havoc throughout the area.

hedgehedgehedgehedgehedge(n): a row of bushes or trees growing close
together like a boundary wall

hirehirehirehirehire(v): to employ somebody for a short time to
do a particular job
The company hired a lawyer to argue their cases.

hysteriahysteriahysteriahysteriahysteria(n): a state of extreme excitement

imploreimploreimploreimploreimplore(v): to ask for something in an emotional
way, beg
His ailing mother implored him to stay with her.

inaccessibleinaccessibleinaccessibleinaccessibleinaccessible(adj): difficult or impossible to
reach
The long flight of steps made the upper storey
inaccessible to disabled visitors.

incenseincenseincenseincenseincense(n):a substance which has a pleasant
smell when you burn it
The prayer hall was filled with the smell of lighted
incense sticks.

ineffectuallyineffectuallyineffectuallyineffectuallyineffectually(adv): not producing any result
She tried ineffectually to console the crying child.

inininininflameflameflameflameflameddddd(adj): very angry, excited
The inflamed protesters pelted stones at the buses.

infrequencyinfrequencyinfrequencyinfrequencyinfrequency(n): not happening often

innovationinnovationinnovationinnovationinnovation(n) the introduction of new things,
ideas etc.
Technological innovations have become events of  the
day.

inininininttttterferferferferfererererere with e with e with e with e with (phr.v): to prevent something
from happening in the way that was planned
Anxiety can interfere with children’s performance at
school.

invaderinvaderinvaderinvaderinvader(n): a soldier or a group of soldiers that
enter a country or town by force in order to take
control of it
During the Middle Ages many invaders attacked India.

junkjunkjunkjunkjunk(n): old unwanted objects that have no value
This cupboard is full of junk.

lancerlancerlancerlancerlancer(n): soldiers riding on horses

leleleleleagueagueagueagueague/kh9f/(n): a distance of 4 kilometres

litterlitterlitterlitterlitter(n): waste materials dumped in public
places
People who drop litter in public places will be fined.

logologologologologo(n): the official sign of a company or
organisation
The Minister released the logo of  the Youth Festival.

lolllolllolllollloll(v): to sit or lie in a lazy manner
He lolled back in chair.

lounge aboutlounge aboutlounge aboutlounge aboutlounge about(phr v): to spend time relaxing
and doing nothing

ludicrousludicrousludicrousludicrousludicrous/! kt9cHjq?r/(adj): completely
unreasonable, stupid or wrong
The court granted him the ludicrous sum of  Rs.100 in
damages.

luminousluminousluminousluminousluminous/!kt9lHm?r/(adj): shining in the dark
The eyes of  cats are luminous.

lurklurklurklurklurk(v): to wait somewhere quietly and secretly
The police failed to notice the thief lurking behind
the bushes.

maddeningmaddeningmaddeningmaddeningmaddening(adj): very annoying
The slowness of the booking clerk issuing the railway
tickets was quite maddening.
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massacremassacremassacremassacremassacre/!lzr?j?/(v): to kill a large number
of people deliberately and violently
The army massacred more than a hundred and fifty
unarmed civilians.

meadmeadmeadmeadmead(n): literary usage for meadow

mendmendmendmendmend(v): to repair something
He was too lazy to mend his socks.

metamorphosemetamorphosemetamorphosemetamorphosemetamorphose/$lds?!lN9e?r/(v): to change
into something completely different
The caterpillar will eventually metamorphose into a
butterfly.

mockmockmockmockmock(v): to laugh at someone or something
The opposition MPs mocked at the government’s
decision.

monopolymonopolymonopolymonopolymonopoly/l?!mPo?kh/(n): the complete
control of something
Indian Railway Service is the monopoly of  the Central
Government.

morbidmorbidmorbidmorbidmorbid(adj): having or expressing a strong
interest in unpleasant things

moundmoundmoundmoundmound(n): a pile of earth that looks like a small
hill

mowmowmowmowmow(v): to cut grass using a machine

mumblemumblemumblemumblemumble(v): to speak unclearly and too quietly
She mumbled something about being too busy.

nausenausenausenausenauseaaaaatingtingtingtingting/!mN9rhdHsHM/(adj): making you feel
that you are going to vomit
The nauseating smell of  rotten fish made me crazy.

neverthelessneverthelessneverthelessneverthelessnevertheless(adv): in spite of that; yet
What you said was true but nevertheless it was unkind.

noosenoosenoosenoosenoose/mt9r/(n): knot, a ring formed by the end
of a piece of rope

nostalgicnostalgicnostalgicnostalgicnostalgic/mPr!szkcYHj/(adj): sentimental
longing for a period in the past
Seeing the old school photographs, I became nostalgic.

optimismoptimismoptimismoptimismoptimism(n): a tendency to believe that good
things will always happen

overtovertovertovertovert(adj): public; not secret
There are overt criticisms from the part of the players
against the coach’s move to change the captain.

pppppangangangangang/ozM/(n): a sudden feeling of pain
She felt a pang of guilt.

parchparchparchparchparch(v): to make an area of land very dry
Vast stretches of  the African landscape are parched
because of insufficient rainfall.

perceiveperceiveperceiveperceiveperceive/o?!rh9u/(v): to notice or become
aware of something
I perceived a change in his behaviour when he became
the leader of  the group.

percussionpercussionpercussionpercussionpercussion/o?!jUR?m/(n): sound or effect of two
things hitting each other with great force
The fall of the steel plate on the floor created a loud
percussion.

perennialperennialperennialperennialperennial(adj): continuing or existing for a long
time
Oliver Twist is a perennial favourite for the children.

perforceperforceperforceperforceperforce(adv): because it is necessary or cannot
be avoided

perplexityperplexityperplexityperplexityperplexity(n): the feeling of being confused or
worried about something you cannot
understand
There is some perplexity among the students about
the new teaching methods.

perspectiveperspectiveperspectiveperspectiveperspective(n): a way of regarding something
We have to form the right perspective on
environmental issues.

phantasyphantasyphantasyphantasyphantasy(n): [old spelling for fantasy]: an
exciting and unusual experience that you
imagine happening to you but will probably
never happen
He lives in a fantasy world even at 50.

piepiepiepiepietytytytyty/!o`H?sh/(n): the state of having/ showing
a deep respect to somebody or something
especially for God or religion

plankplankplankplankplank/okzMj/(n): a long piece of wood

pounce uponpounce uponpounce uponpounce uponpounce upon(phrasal verb): to eagerly take an
opportunity as soon as it becomes available
When he was offered the chance to become the
Panchayat President, he pounced upon it.

precursorprecursorprecursorprecursorprecursor/$oqh9!j29r?/(n): something that
comes before another and develops into it
The precursor of the modern car was a horseless
carriage with a petrol engine.

priorityprioritypriorityprioritypriority(n): something that is more important
than other things
Our first priority is to improve the standard of
education in our country.

profoundprofoundprofoundprofoundprofound(adj): having a strong influence or
effect
The mother’s behaviour has a profound impact on the
growing child.
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progressivelyprogressivelyprogressivelyprogressivelyprogressively(adv): growing gradually over a
period of time
The situation of the riot became progressively worse.

propagandapropagandapropagandapropagandapropaganda(n): ideas or statements spread in
a planned way in order to influence public
opinion
The film is criticised for its anti-feminist propaganda.

rackrackrackrackrack(v): (usually passive) to make someone
suffer great mental or physical pain
Great sobs racked her body.

ragragragragrag(n): a piece of old torn cloth

ravageravageravageravageravage(v): to badly damage something
Sri Lanka has been ravaged by civil wars.

reassurancereassurancereassurancereassurancereassurance(n): something that is said or done
to calm or pacify a worried or frightened person
Parents are looking for some reassurance about their
children’s safety.

recurrencerecurrencerecurrencerecurrencerecurrence/qH!jUq?mr/(n): an occasion when
something that has happened before happens
again
Measures must be taken to stop recurrence of  the last
night’s problems.

reluctancereluctancereluctancereluctancereluctance/qH!kUjs?mr/(n): unwillingness to do
something
He finally agreed to help me, but with reluctance.

renewable energyrenewable energyrenewable energyrenewable energyrenewable energy(adj): energy that replaces
itself naturally or is easily replaced because
there is a large supply of it

reportreportreportreportreport(n): the loud sound of a gun at firing

restoredrestoredrestoredrestoredrestored(adj): feeling better and stronger
After a cup of tea, she felt quite restored.

retreatretreatretreatretreatretreat(v): to move away from the enemy after
being defeated in battle
The rebels retreated to the mountains when they were
bombed.

ridiculousridiculousridiculousridiculousridiculous(adj): very silly or unreasonable
The fat man looked ridiculous in his tight jeans and T-
shirt.

rifleriflerifleriflerifle/!q`Hek/(n): a gun with a long barrel which
you hold to your shoulder to fire

rivalrivalrivalrivalrival(n): a person or thing that competes with
another
Who will be his main rival in the presidential election?

rotrotrotrotrot(v): to make something decay
The window frame had rotted away completely.

rubyrubyrubyrubyruby(n): a red coloured precious stone

rusticrusticrusticrusticrustic/!qUrsHj/(adj): roughly made from wood
A rustic chair was the only piece of furniture on the
veranda.

sabresabresabresabresabre(n): a heavy curved sword with one sharp
edge

saddlesaddlesaddlesaddlesaddle/!rzck/(n): the leather seat that you sit
on when you ride a horse

salvsalvsalvsalvsalvaaaaationtiontiontiontion(n): a way of protecting from danger,
loss, disaster etc.

savvysavvysavvysavvysavvy/!rzuh/(n): practical knowledge and
ability
The young man is a techno-savvy.

scamperscamperscamperscamperscamper(v): to run with quick short steps like a
child or a small animal

scoutscoutscoutscoutscout(n): a soldier who is sent to search the area
in front of an army and to get information about
the enemy

secessionistsecessionistsecessionistsecessionistsecessionist(n): someone who wants their
country or state to be independent of another
country
It is unfortunate that many secessionist groups turn to
terrorism.

segmentsegmentsegmentsegmentsegment/!rdfl?ms/(n): a part of something
that is separate
Mother peeled the orange and separated the segments
to give them to the child.

seizeseizeseizeseizeseize(v): to grab/ hold something
The enemy seized control over the city.

sentinelsentinelsentinelsentinelsentinel/!rdmsHm?k/(n): a  soldier whose job is
to guard

serenesereneserenesereneserene(adj): very calm and peaceful

slopslopslopslopslop(v): to relax wearing clothes that are untidy
Meena would never slop about in old jeans.

sluggishsluggishsluggishsluggishsluggish/!rkUfHR.(adj): moving more slowly than
normal
Rivers are faster up the mountains but sluggish when
they reach the plains.

sojournsojournsojournsojournsojourn(n): a short period of time during which
you stay in a place that is not your home
He returned after a brief  sojourn in Europe.

sophisticatedsophisticatedsophisticatedsophisticatedsophisticated/r?!eHrsHjdHsHc/(adj) produced
with a high level of skill and knowledge
The sound mixing in films is a sophisticated technique
now.
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spanspanspanspanspan(v): to include in space or time; from one
end to the other
His interests spanned a wide range of  subjects.

spatterspatterspatterspatterspatter(v): to throw or sprinkle drops of (a
liquid) all over the surface

ssssstttttep aep aep aep aep asidesidesidesideside(phr.v): to move into a position where
one side is higher than the other
The see-saw tilted when one of the kids sitting on it
stepped aside.

stringerstringerstringerstringerstringer(n): a journalist who is not on the regular
staff of a newspaper but who often supplies
stories to it

stunstunstunstunstun(v): to surprise or upset someone so much
that you do not react immediately
The Kerala football team stunned the spectators with
a last minute goal.

submergesubmergesubmergesubmergesubmerge(v): to cover something completely
with water or other liquids
The tunnel entrance was submerged by rising sea water.

substantialsubstantialsubstantialsubstantialsubstantial/r?a!rszmRk/(adj): large enough
Salim won a substantial amount of money through
the lucky draw.

suffocatesuffocatesuffocatesuffocatesuffocate(v): to feel uncomfortable because
there is not enough fresh air
Let me loosen my tie, I’m suffocating.

summarilysummarilysummarilysummarilysummarily(adv): immediately
He was summarily dismissed from the job for his
misconduct.

ssssswirlingwirlingwirlingwirlingwirling/rv29kHM/(adj): moving in a twisting,
circular pattern
When the incense stick was lit, curls of swirling smoke
filled the room.

teleportteleportteleportteleportteleport(n): regional telecommunications hub

ThirThirThirThirThird Wd Wd Wd Wd Worldorldorldorldorld(n): a way of referring to the
developing countries of Africa, Asia and Latin
America

tiestiestiestiesties(n): (American English) railway sleepers

tinttinttinttinttint(n): colour
The paper I bought had a yellowish tint.

tottottottottot(n): a very small child

tracetracetracetracetrace(n): a mark or a sign that shows somebody/
something existed or was present
Fossils are scientific traces of  life on earth.

transmissiontransmissiontransmissiontransmissiontransmission(n): a radio or television message
or broadcast
trickletrickletrickletrickletrickle/!sqHjk/(n): a small amount or number of
something coming or going slowly
There was a steady trickle of  visitors at the party.

turn in onturn in onturn in onturn in onturn in on(phr.v): to become too concerned
with your own problems

undulationundulationundulationundulationundulation/!Umci?kdHsRM/(n): having the shape
of waves that are rising  and falling

unprecedentedunprecedentedunprecedentedunprecedentedunprecedented(adj): something that has never
happened before
Crime has increased on an unprecedented scale.

vacillatevacillatevacillatevacillatevacillate(v): to keep changing your opinion
Her parents vacillated between different options for
her higher studies.
vantagevantagevantagevantagevantage/!u@9msHcY/(n): a position from which
you watch something
From my vantage point on the hill I could see the
whole procession.

vexedvexedvexedvexedvexed(adj): annoyed or worried

volleyedvolleyedvolleyedvolleyedvolleyed(v): fired at the same time

wanwanwanwanwan(adj): looking pale, weak or tired
She gave a wan smile.

whirlwhirlwhirlwhirlwhirl/v29k/(v): to turn or spin around very
quickly
We watched the crows whirling over the fishing
harbour.

whiskwhiskwhiskwhiskwhiskererererer(n): the hair growing on a man’s face,
especially on his cheek and chin

wondrouswondrouswondrouswondrouswondrous(adj): good or impressive

wrenchwrenchwrenchwrenchwrench/qdmsR/(v): to hurt a joint in the body by
twisting it
I think I’ve wrenched my knee.

wroughtwroughtwroughtwroughtwrought(v): to cause a lot of damage or
problems

yellyellyellyellyell/idk/(n): a loud shout
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